Trends of Tropical Cyclone Translation Speed over the Western North Pacific during 1980—2018
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Abstract: Tropical cyclone (TC) translation speed often affects the time of strong wind attacks and precipitation accumulation in the areas that TCs pass through. Therefore, the trend of TC translation speed has important implications for TC-related risks in the current and future climate. In this paper, the trends of TC translation speed over the Western North Pacific (WNP) from 1980 to 2018 are analyzed, and TC lifetime maximum intensity (LMI) is proposed as a factor related to the interdecadal change of translation speed. During the periods with accurate data, 1980–1997 shows a decreasing trend in TC translation speed while an increasing trend was found in 1998–2018. The main lifetime period contributing to a TC translation speed change is before the occurrence of the LMI. The change in the trend is related to both the TC’s characteristics itself and the environmental factors. For the period 1998–2018, an increasing trend of TC intensity has a significant influence on the trend of translation speed. For the environmental factors, a trend of east wind enhancement at and above 500 hPa as the steering flow is found mostly correlated in the active TC region of the WNP with westward translation before reaching LMI, accompanied by a weakening trend of 200–850 hPa vertical wind shear, and an increasing trend of potential intensity.
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1. Introduction

Tropical cyclone (TC) has been a hot topic in meteorological research [1]. Recently, many scholars have started to pay attention to TC translation speed and have conducted lots of studies [2,3]. The influence of TC on the area through which the TC passes is different partly because of its translation speed. While a higher speed is often accompanied by higher-intensity and more destructive forces [4], a lower speed means that TCs stay longer and tend to bring long-term rainfall [4–6]. The study of TC translation speed is therefore of great importance.

Kossin [7] found that the global TC translation speed showed a decreasing trend for nearly 70 years from 1949 to 2016, and the decreasing trend varied among different ocean basins, with the most significant decreasing trend over the Western North Pacific (WNP). Wang et al. [6] came to the same conclusion as Kossin that the WNP TC translation speed has been decreasing during the period 1949–2018. Kossin suggested that this decrease over the last 70 years may be due to the enhanced rainfall and weakened summer tropical circulation. However, Kossin’s conclusions might have large uncertainties. Yamaguchi et al. [4] found an increase in TC translation speed rather than a decrease and a tendency of TCs to move poleward. Using the same data analysis as Kossin, Chang et al. [8] found that the increasing trend of TC translation speed started in 1998, and the South China Sea (105°–120° E, 5°–25° N) was the most significant sea area. Chan and Moon et al. [2,5] argued that one reason for the deviation of Kossin’s conclusions from those of later scholars is the lack of accurate observations of some slow-moving weak TCs before 1965, so that the trend
decreased in earlier years, while in more recent years, especially after 1980, the observations of TCs are more accurate. Therefore, the trend of global TC and WNP TC translation speed is still controversial.

There are many factors affecting TC translation speed, including environmental factors, geographical location, and intrinsic factors. In terms of environmental factors, changes in external factors such as sea surface temperature (SST), geopotential height, vertical wind shear, and steering flow can affect translation speed [5,7–10]. In terms of geographical location, TC translation speed can change substantially before and after landfall and tend to move faster after landfall than before. There is also a relationship between translation speed and latitude. When TCs move to higher latitudes, translation speed tends to increase [10].

In terms of the TC development stage, for the same TC, translation speed also shows different change patterns at different developing stages. From the genesis to the tropical storm stage, translation speed increases significantly with the increase in intensity, and then it changes more slowly [6,10,11], which shows that the magnitude of intensity is particularly important for TC translation speed. In the study of TC intensity, lifetime maximum intensity (LMI) is an important factor in describing TC intensity. Kossin and Emanuel found that globally, the latitude of LMI has had a tendency to shift poleward globally since 1980 [12,13], and this trend is more significant in WNP compared to other ocean basins [14–16].

So far, combining the above discussion on TC translation speed and intensity (especially LMI), it has been found that the time when the trend change of WNP LMI starts and the TC translation speed changes from decreasing to increasing, as found by Zhang et al. [10] are basically around 1980. Therefore, based on the temporal consistency between the two in the interdecadal change, this paper considers introducing the change of LMI, combining the change of TC intensity and the change of translation speed. In other words, the consistency between TC translation speed and TC LMI at the turning point, from a new perspective of the effect of intensity on translation speed, and thus studying the trend change of TC translation speed in the interdecadal scale. The scientific question to be investigated is which of the two stages of TC lifetime before and after reaching LMI dominates the trend of TC translation speed at the interdecadal scale? In addition, what are the main factors that affect the interdecadal trend variation of TC translation speed? In this paper, we introduce LMI as a reference based on previous studies of TC translation speed over the WNP, with the aim of identifying the period with a more dominant contribution to translation speed. Further, while past studies have mostly discussed the role of TC translation speed on TC intensity, we in turn illustrate the contribution of intensity to translation speed and explain the effect of a range of intensity-related factors on translation speed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and methods. Section 3 analyzes the trend of translation speed and possible reasons. Section 4 provides a summary and discussion.

2. Materials and Methods

The TC best-track data set used in this study is obtained from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC), which provides the TC position and intensity data at 6 h intervals over WNP. The study period is from June to November during the period 1980–2018 because the pre-satellite era before 1980 may be subject to observational systematic errors, and the results may be less accurate [10,16–18]. June to November is chosen as the active typhoon period, which accounts for more than 90% of the annual number of TCs. A total of 962 WNP TCs were included, including 471 for the period 1990–1997 and 491 for the period 1998–2018. SST and wind field are obtained from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)’s ERA5 (ECMWF Reanalysis v5) reanalysis data at 6 h intervals. The horizontal resolution of SST is 1° latitude × 1° longitude, and of the wind field is 2.5° latitude × 2.5° longitude. The selected WNP range is (0–40° N, 100–160° E).

The first 6-hourly position at which the wind speed reaches 35 knots is selected as the genesis location, and the last position of 35 knots after weakening is selected as the point of
TC dissipation. For the same TC, there are two cases for the selection of TC LMI: if there is only one maximum value of intensity, then it is selected as the LMI; if several identical maximum values of intensity exist, then the first position is selected as the location of LMI.

TC translation speed is calculated using the method of Zhang et al. [10], which uses the geographic distance between two consecutive 6-hourly TC positions on the Earth’s surface calculated under the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS-84) ellipsoidal model of the Earth.

TC potential intensity (PI) is calculated based on the method mentioned by Bister and Emanuel [19], in which SST and sea level pressure data are obtained from ECMWF’s ERA5 reanalysis data. In addition, the time series trends in this study are obtained by linear regression analysis, and statistical significance tests are performed using t-tests. To obtain the time series of environmental factors influencing each TC, the variables are averaged over a circle with a radius of 5° latitude/longitude from the TC center.

3. Results
3.1. The Change of Translation Speed Trends in Two Periods

Table 1 shows the numbers and LMI values of WNP TCs from June to November during the period 1980–2018, which gives a clear picture of the TC activity for each year. Here, the LMI values were taken as the mean LMI of all the TCs that existed in the WNP from June to November for a particular year. The trend of WNP TC LMI during the TC active period 1980–2018 is shown in Figure 1. The LMI reaches the maximum value in 1997, then decreases rapidly and reaches the minimum value in 1999. The 39-year period is divided into two periods, from 1980 to 1997 and from 1998 to 2018, which are referred to as P1 and P2, respectively. The LMI in P1 shows an insignificant increasing trend but a significant increasing trend in P2, reaching a 95% confidence level. The result of the LMI trend is consistent with Mei et al. [20]. The reasons for choosing 1997 as the separation point for the two periods will be discussed later. In addition, considering some strong interannual signals, it is found that after removing the strong interannual signals, the basic time series trends still satisfy the original trends (not shown).

Table 1. Numbers and LMI values (m s\(^{-1}\)) of WNP TCs during the period 1980–2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>year</th>
<th>TC number</th>
<th>LMI</th>
<th>LMI</th>
<th>LMI</th>
<th>LMI</th>
<th>LMI</th>
<th>LMI</th>
<th>LMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>70.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To study possible differences in the trend during different periods of a TC lifetime, we propose to use LMI as the turning point of TC lifetime and analyze the trend of TC translation speed in three stages: genesis–LMI (Figure 2a), LMI–dissipation (Figure 2b), and genesis–dissipation (Figure 2c). From 1980 to 2018, the translation speed of the above three stages showed a slight increasing trend but was insignificant. However, using 97/98 as the turning point and then analyzing the trend in the two periods, it is clear that for the genesis–LMI stage (Figure 2a), P1 shows a decreasing trend in translation speed, which
continues until 1998 (the first year of P2), when it reaches the minimum value and then is reversed significantly with an increasing trend. For the LMI–dissipation phase (Figure 2b), both P1 and P2 show relatively flat trends. For the entire lifetime of genesis–dissipation (Figure 2c), P1 shows a very significant decreasing trend, while P2 shows an increasing trend, opposite to P1. For both the genesis–LMI (Figure 2a) and genesis–dissipation (Figure 2c) stages, the decreasing trend of P1 and the increasing trend of P2 are similar but with different slopes. In particular, the slope of an upward trend in P2 before LMI is 0.052 and more significant. Therefore, we may conclude that the trend of TC translation speed change in the whole lifetime is mainly contributed by the change before LMI. In the rest of this paper, we will focus only on the genesis–LMI stage of TC lifetime.

Figure 1. Time series and trends analysis of yearly averaged TC LMI in active seasons (June–November) over WNP during the period 1980–2018. The two blue dashed lines indicate the trends, and the two black solid lines indicate the mean value in P1 and P2.

Two reasons are given for the selection of the turning point of 1997/1998. First, according to the Bayesian method used by Chu and Zhao [21] to determine the time turning point (Figure 3), the posterior probability distribution of each year as the turning point can be estimated. For LMI, the change probability in 1997 is the highest (0.11), while for the translation speed during the genesis–LMI stage, the change probability in 1997 is also the highest (0.16). Thus, there is theoretical support for taking 1997 as the last year of the first period (P1) and 1998 as the first year of the second period (P2). Secondly, according to previous studies, 1997/1998 was the key event turning point in climatology when PDO changed from the positive to the negative phase [13,15,22]. Therefore, taking 1997 as the turning point is not only supported by theories but also fits the physical climatology background.
Figure 2. The trend of TC translation speed over WNP on the stages of (a) TC genesis to LMI, (b) LMI to dissipation, and (c) TC genesis to dissipation. The blue dashed line indicates the trend, and the black solid line indicates the mean value in the period 1980–1997 and 1998–2018, respectively. The purple dashed line indicates the trend for the whole period 1980–2018.
The mean location distributions of WNP TC genesis and LMI suggest that the position of TC genesis shows an obvious westward trend from P1 (Figure 4a) to P2 (Figure 4b). The overall mean position comparison shows a westward and northward shift in the TC genesis and LMI positions, with the trend being more significant for the mean genesis position (Figure 4c). The reasons for these changes in the magnitude and direction will be discussed based on both the TC characteristics and the environmental factors.

![Figure 3. Probability distribution of each year as a time turning point according to (a) TC translation speed and (b) LMI.](image)

![Figure 4. Annual mean positions of TC genesis (blue dots) and LMI (red dots) over WNP for periods of (a) 1980–1997 (P1) and (b) 1998–2018 (P2). (c) The comparisons of the genesis (cross) and LMI (triangle) positions averaged on P1 (green) and P2 (purple).](image)

### 3.2. TCs’ Intensities Affecting TC Translation Speed

The characteristics of TC itself can influence its translation speed, and one of the most important factors is TC intensity [10,23]. Although the trends of translation speed and intensity are different in the three stages (Figure 5), they basically show a decreasing trend in P1 and an increasing trend in P2 (but not statistically significant after LMI), and the trends of translation speed and intensity are basically consistent. The correlation coefficient and significance test show that the TC translation speed and intensity are positively correlated, especially before LMI, P1 is 0.67 and P2 is 0.66. The trends of TC translation speed and intensity before LMI are similar to those of the entire life history, and they are well correlated. Intensity, as a key factor in measuring TC activity, is, therefore, an important factor in influencing the translation speed.
3.3. Environmental Factors Affecting TC Translation Speed

In addition to the effects of TC characteristics on the translation speed analyzed above, TC movement is also influenced by various environmental factors. The changes in steering flow and vertical wind shear of the background field are important for the translation speed [11,12,16,23]. A comparison between P1 and P2 shows a significant weakening trend of the mid-level wind speed magnitude over WNP in P1 (Figure 6a), and the TC genesis and LMI mean positions fall in the region with larger negative values (the trend is based on the magnitude of the wind speed without regard to direction). On the contrary, there is an increasing trend for P2 (Figure 6b), which means that when the translation speed is increased. An easterly wind strengthening trend is also found over the WNP south of 24°N, which is conducive to advecting the TC westward faster. However, the change of 200–850 hPa vertical wind shear is relatively similar in the two periods, and the trend of vertical wind shear weakening is weaker in the main range of TC movement (central WNP, 10–24°N) and the weakening trend is smaller for the P2 period. We know that the stronger the vertical wind shear is, the less favorable it is for TC development and strengthening. According to Figure 5 and Section 3.2, it is clear that the trend of translation speed and intensity are positively correlated. When the vertical wind shear is weaker, it is more favorable for TC strengthening, and therefore the translation speed is larger [11,24,25]. Therefore, for P2, TCs move mainly in the region between TC mean genesis and LMI positions with the weakened trends of vertical wind shear before reaching LMI, so that it corresponds to the increasing trend of TC translation speed (Figure 6d).

Figure 5. Relationship between TC translation speed and intensity (a) before LMI, (b) after LMI, and (c) during the whole lifetime of TC in P1 and P2. The blue dashed line indicates intensity trend (scale on right axis), and the red dashed line indicates speed trend (scale on left axis).
on the magnitude of the wind speed without regard to direction). On the contrary, there is an increasing trend for P2 (Figure 6b), which means that when the translation speed is increased. An easterly wind strengthening trend is also found over the WNP south of 24° N, which is conducive to advecting the TC westward faster.

Figure 6. The trend of the magnitudes (shading) of (a,b) wind field at 500 hPa superimposed with the mean (vectors) and (c,d) vertical wind shear (200–850 hPa) over WNP in the phase from TC genesis to LMI. Left and right columns are for the periods 1980–1997 (P1) and 1998–2018 (P2), respectively. Crosses (triangles) indicate mean TC genesis (LMI) locations. Green (purple) indicates P1 (P2).

However, the change of 200–850 hPa vertical wind shear is relatively similar in the two periods, and the trend of vertical wind shear weakening is weaker in the main range of TC movement (central WNP, 10–24° N) and the weakening trend is smaller for the P2 period. We know that the stronger the vertical wind shear is, the less favorable it is for TC development and strengthening. According to Figure 5 and Section 3.2, it is clear that the trend of translation speed and intensity are positively correlated. When the vertical wind shear is weaker, it is more favorable for TC strengthening, and therefore the translation speed is larger [11,24,25]. Therefore, for P2, TCs move mainly in the region between TC mean genesis and LMI positions with the weakened trends of vertical wind shear before reaching LMI, so that it corresponds to the increasing trend of TC translation speed (Figure 6d).

The trends of steering flow and vertical wind shear in P2 are both favorable to the increase in TC translation speed. In addition to the influences of the environmental wind field, the thermodynamic state of the atmospheric environment and the heat exchange with the upper layer of the ocean can largely control TC intensity and, in turn, affect its translation speed [26–29]. In the 1990s, Emanuel [26] proposed that PI describes the thermal upper limit of TC intensity, which depends on the difference between the sea surface temperature (SST) and the outflow temperature in the upper troposphere (T0), and PI is obtained based on this difference. PI is an effective indicator for forecasting TC intensity, and we can regard PI as the maximum intensity that a TC can reach during its
lifetime activity [30]. A larger PI is usually accompanied by a stronger TC intensity. The PI expression is as follows [26]:

\[ V^2 = \frac{SST - T_0}{T_0} \frac{C_k}{C_d} (k^* - k) \]  

(1)

where \( V^2 \) is the square of the TC maximum wind speed, \( C_k \) is the enthalpy exchange coefficient, \( C_d \) is the drag coefficient, \( k^* \) is the ocean surface enthalpy, and \( k \) is the enthalpy of the environmental field under the TC core. The left side of the equal sign is the square of PI, the second term on the right side is a constant value by default 0.9, and the third term is the enthalpy difference term.

Figure 7 shows the spatial trend of each factor in PI, including SST, \( T_0 \), and enthalpy difference. First, the SST can be considered both as an independent environmental factor for its own effect on the TC translation speed and as a factor affecting PI [25]. For P1, the spatial trend of SST shows a decreasing trend in the South China Sea and the Northeast Philippine Sea and an increasing trend in the South Sea of Japan and the East Philippine Sea, while the mean positions of TC genesis and LMI all fall within the range of the decreasing trend of SST. On the contrary, SST shows an increasing trend over nearly the whole of WNP in P2, and the corresponding translation speed is also an increasing trend.

The PI trends (Figure 7c,d) clearly show that both mean positions in P1 fall within the decreasing PI trend region, while the PI trends in P2 are similar to the SST trends, with a wide range of positive trends. Along the line of genesis mean position-LMI mean position-Taiwan Island off the southeast coast of China, the PI trends show an increasing trend from southeast to northwest, and it can be assumed that for P2, the TC translation speed has a tendency to accelerate in the direction of increasing PI trends.

For \( T_0 \) and enthalpy difference trends, the WNP from the equator to 20° N in P1 basically shows an increasing trend of \( T_0 \), and both mean positions fall in the warming area (Figure 7e). For P2, the mean positions of TC genesis and LMI fall in the area with a decreasing temperature trend (Figure 7f). The lower temperature of the outflow layer indicates a higher height of the outflow layer, which implies a stronger TC development and a higher translation speed. The spatial field change of enthalpy difference shows that for P2, the trend of enthalpy difference over WNP is increasing (Figure 7h).

From the expression of PI, it can be seen that the trend of PI is influenced by several factors acting together. When SST shows an increasing trend, \( T_0 \) shows a decreasing trend, and the enthalpy difference shows an increasing trend, it is basically consistent with the spatial trend of P2. Although the role of individual factors for translation speed may not always be significant, the PI of P2 eventually shows a large positive trend over WNP under the combined effect of the factors (Figure 7d), and the LMI position falls in the region with a significant positive trend, which corresponds to an increase in TC translation speed at this time (Figure 2a). Therefore, when the environmental PI shows an increasing trend, it is favorable for TC translation speed to increase.

In addition to the trends in spatial fields, changes in time series of individual factors are also important. The trends of the above environmental factors on time series (Figure 8) show a small decrease in SST after TC passes through over the WNP ocean (Figure 8a,b), but the trends of the SST and SST 24 h before the passing of TC are basically the same. Moreover, the trends of PI and the SST before 24 h are basically the same in the two periods, especially during P2, when the increasing trend of SST before and after the TC passing is significant in P2, especially. SST before 24 h, enthalpy difference at the ocean surface, and vertical wind shear have more significant trends in P2, which altogether contribute to the shifting to an increasing trend of the TC translation speed in P2.
Figure 7. Spatial distributions of trends of different environmental factors from TC genesis to LMI over WNP for the periods 1980–1997 (P1, left columns) and 1998–2018 (P2, right columns). (a,b) SST, (c,d) PI, (e,f) TC outflow layer temperature, (g,h) enthalpy difference. Crosses (triangles) indicate mean TC genesis (LMI) locations. Green (purple) indicates P1 (P2).
periods, especially during P2, when the increasing trend of SST before and after the TC passing is significant in P2, especially. SST before 24 h, enthalpy difference at the ocean surface, and vertical wind shear have more significant trends in P2, which altogether contribute to the shifting to an increasing trend of the TC translation speed in P2.

Figure 8. Time series and the trends of different environmental factors averaged during the stage from TC genesis to LMI over WNP. (a) SST at the current moment, (b) SST before 24 h, (c) PI, (d) outflow layer temperature, (e) enthalpy difference (its value and trend are multiplied by 10^-4 for the convenience of display), (f) 200–850 hPa vertical wind shear. The blue dashed line indicates the trend, and the black solid line indicates the mean value.

3.4. The Physical Linkage between TC Translation and Intensity

In earlier years, the correlation between TC intensity and TC translation speed was not uniformly conclusive. Some scholars believe that TCs become weaker accompanied by TC translation speed increases. For example, the observations near Australia by Holland show that weaker TCs usually have an increasing translation speed [31]. However, others have held the opposite view in recent years since the effect of TC translation speed on TC intensity has now been more fully studied by considering the air-sea interaction. That is, increasing translation speed helps to reduce the ocean cooling caused by TCs, thus maintaining the supply of air-sea enthalpy flux favorable to TC enhancement [8,32].

TC intensity can also have a very important effect on TC translation speed through the steering flow. According to Chan and Gray [33], steering flow has a key role in TCs’ movement. We analyze the trend of steering flow between 200 and 850 hPa according to Kimberlain and Breman [34] for the TC’s stage from generation to LMI during 1980–2018, then the trends of steering flow and translation speed are compared. The 200–850 hPa steering flow is calculated as follows:

\[
\frac{(U_{850} + U_{500})}{2} \times 350\text{mb} + \frac{(U_{500} + U_{200})}{2} \times 300\text{mb} \div 650\text{mb}
\] (2)
Figure 9a,b show the trends of 200–850 hPa and 500–850 hPa steering flow for P1 and P2, respectively. For P1, the steering flow of 200–850 hPa shows an enhanced trend (Figure 9a), and 500–850 hPa shows a weakened trend (Figure 9b), while the TC intensity of P1 is a weakening trend, corresponding to a decreasing trend of TC translation speed (Figure 5a). It can be deduced that because the overall TCs are weaker (Figure 10a), they cannot develop to a higher level, and even if the flow in the middle-high levels gradually strengthens, it cannot act on steering the TCs. However, the steering flow of 200–850 hPa and TC intensity both show enhanced trends for P2 (Figure 9a,c) and corresponds to an increasing trend of TC translation speed (Figure 5a). The steering flow of middle-high levels can act on the TCs easily during P2, although 500–850 hPa steering flow shows a flat trend (Figure 9b). That is to say, the increased trend of 200–850 hPa steering flow during two periods has different effects on TC translation trends, which depends on the TC intensity [35].

**Figure 9.** Trends of steering flow at different layer and TC intensity at the stage from TC genesis to LMI before LML. (a) 200–850 hPa steering flow, (b) 500–850 hPa steering flow, and (c) intensity. The blue dashed line indicates the trend, and the black solid line indicates the mean value.
In addition, the probability distributions of TC intensity in both periods (Figure 10a) show that there are much stronger TCs in P2 than in P1. TC intensity trend is decreasing, and most TCs are weak during the P1 period, so many of these TCs cannot extend to higher levels and respond to the increase in high-level steering flow. The difference between the two periods can also be seen in the probability distribution of TC translation speed (Figure 10b). Indeed, there is nearly no correlation between translation speed and 200–850 hPa steering flow for P1 (Figure 11a). For P2, TC intensity is an increasing trend so that the stronger TCs can develop to higher altitudes and therefore can be advected by the higher-level steering flow, obtaining a higher translation speed. Hence, a significant correlation between TC translation speed and 200–850 hPa steering flow occurs in P2 (Figure 11a), which is contributed mostly from the steering above 500 hPa rather than that below 500 hPa (Figure 11b).

![Figure 10](image10.png)

**Figure 10.** The probability density distribution of TC (a) intensity and (b) speed before LMI in two periods of P1 (green) and P2 (red). The two lines perpendicular to the x-axis indicate the median values.

![Figure 11](image11.png)

**Figure 11.** Relationship between TC translation speed and the steering flow at the layers of (a) 200–850 hPa and (b) 500–850 hPa before LMI. The red dashed line indicates the trend of speed, and the green dashed line indicates the trend of steering flow.
4. Discussion

The study of TC translation speed has become a hot topic in recent years, among which WNP has received more attention due to the most frequent TC activities. The basic conclusion recognized by most scholars so far is that TC translation speed shows a decreasing trend from the 1950s to the present. However, some scholars have recently found that it has changed to an increasing trend after 1997/1998. Here, we study the translation speed of TC over WNP during the active seasons (June to November) from 1980 to 2018 and discuss the translation speed trends for the three stages of TC genesis–LMI, LMI–dissipation, and the whole process of genesis dissipation. By taking LMI as the turning point of TC lifetime, we find that the interdecadal translation speed trend changes in TC whole lifetime are mainly contributed from the genesis–LMI stage, and translation speed showed an increasing trend during the period of 1998–2018 (P2).

This trend is influenced by both the TC characteristics and the environmental factors. As for the TC characteristics, the later period P2 with the increasing translation speed trend also has an obvious increasing trend in intensity, and the two are highly correlated. Faster-moving TCs have less time to be influenced by the cooled ocean and, therefore, could maintain or continue to intensify. As for environmental factors, the strengthening trend of easterly winds in the region of TC westward moving over WNP, the increasing trend of SST, and the factors in PI in P2 all work together to cause the TC to move faster, thus making the translation speed increase. The increasing trend of SST and PI provides a favorable thermal environment for the development of TCs, the advection of steering flow provides a dynamical effect for the translation of TCs, and they together promote the enhancement of TC and increment of translation speed.

The effect of TC intensity on TC translation speed is proposed as the new perspective, and the contributed period is mainly from before LMI. It is found that a larger translation speed is more likely associated with higher intensity, and the levels of steering flow affecting P1 and P2 are different. For the TC of weaker distribution intensity in P1, the 500–850 hPa steering flow affects a lot without the effects of upper-level environment flow, while for the stronger distribution intensity P2, the 200–850 hPa steering flow is more correlated due to the effects of upper-level environment flow, so that TC translation speeds have an increasing trend.

It is very interesting to study the trend of translation speed in different periods of TC. Clearly, many factors affecting the trend deserve to be studied besides those mentioned in this paper. For example, the connection with the poleward movement of the TCs [7], large differences in TC translation speed at different latitudes [2], and anthropogenic activity under global warming [36]. Although this paper discusses some possible factors, it still lacks sufficient attribution analysis to explain the specific influence and effects of various factors on TC translation speed. The effect that TC translation speed can impact TC intensity by regulating negative air-sea thermal feedback is also lacking further exploration. In addition, since the turning point of TC translation speed in this paper is consistent with the turning point of the PDO phase, more specific linkage between them can be analyzed in the future, such as how the change in SST trend in the Atlantic and South Pacific under the PDO phase shift affects WNP TC translation speed.
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